
Full-Color Variable  Printing System

Affordable Full-Color Variable Printing.
Customer appeal and added value have become an important consideration, even for products that have traditionally been printed in black and 

white, such as statements and manuals. As a result, the use of color variable printing is spreading like a tidal wave.

The Truepress Jet520EX Color is highly recommended for anyone who is interested in getting into full-color variable printing. It is an affordable 

digital inkjet printing press that can be purchased at a lower cost than most equipment of this type. Whether you are looking to develop new types 

of work or increase efficiency by changing existing work over to this new technology, the Truepress Jet520EX Color will significantly expand  

opportunities for your business.
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Features
The reliable, proven Truepress Jet series

The Truepress Jet520 is representative of the Truepress Jet520 series in 
being highly regarded for both its high quality and consistent output, and 
has a great track record in a variety of color variable printing applications.

More options and support for different printing applications

The Truepress Jet520EX Color is a full-color digital printing press  
that makes it possible to reproduce colors and textures that cannot  
be replicated by a monochrome printing system. Its use increases  
customer appeal and significantly contributes to a greater ability to  
convey information. What’s more, it can be used to process even extremely 
small lot color jobs in a timely manner and at a lower cost. This means it  
is particularly well suited for users who specialize in small-lot color  
printing jobs.

The Truepress Jet520EX Color also meets open interface standards for 
pre- and post-press equipment, so it connects smoothly with a variety  
of finishing equipment, such as folding and cutting machines. It can  
therefore be used as part of an optimal production environment for a 
variety of printing applications.

Ecology & Economy

The Truepress Jet520EX Color has lower running costs in terms of  
consumables than toner-based Print On Demand (POD) equipment when 
printing higher volumes. What’s more, form and statement printing that 
used to be done by overprinting pre-printed forms can now be done in 
a single step, so there is no need to print or maintain a supply of blank 
forms. Since this avoids the generation of CO2 emissions associated with 
the disposal of stored materials, it contributes to the creation of a more 
ecologically friendly work environment.

Specifications
Printing Method Piezo single-pass printing, four tones per drop

Ink Water-based dye inks

Resolution Maximum 360 x 720 dpi

Product Configurations Simplex, Dual Engine Duplex

Printing Speed Maximum 64 m (210’)/min

Paper Width 165 to 520 mm (6.50” to 20.47”)

Sample Applications

I'm happy to report that based on the feedback we got from more than 75% of the employees we have come up with a plan 

to reorganize the company cafeteria space. We believe that this will be more to everyone's liking. Given the fact that we have 

demanding jobs that often dont allow us to take a long break for meals, and since we are a half hour drive from most 

restaurants, we want the company food service to be more user-friendly.

What is the purpose of this memo?

(A) To explain the plans for their new food service

(B) To introduce the new chef

(C) To remind employees that they should take no more than half an hour for a meal

(D) To recommend the international cuisine in the cafe

Who is Jeff Williams?

(A) The president of the company

(B) The architect who designed the new cafe

(C) The new head chef in the cafe

(D) The chair of the service reorganization committee

If we (        ) to put more staff on the project, would you be abe to start production according to the existing schedule?

(A) have

(B) are

(C) was

(D) were

Who is the intended audiences for this announcement?

(A) people who enjoy shopping

(B) those who like collecting rocks

(C) those who go into the ocean

(D) people who have pet turtles

A : Mr.John called and said they wanted to change a few of the specifications on the machines they ordered.

B : Yes, but, I think those machines are already in production. We would ned to send the specs to the factory manager right 

away.

A : I took care of that. I sent them both by mail and fax first thing. I have not heard back yet.

B : It's three hours earlier there, so they are just getting to work.If you don't hear from him in the next half hour, you would 

better give him a call.I'm worried they have already made some of them.

I saw the demonstration on television and I was a bit skeptical. Many of those as-seen-on television products simply don't 

work as they appear to. My old electric knife had stopped working and I couldn't find another one with a handle I liked, so I 

decided to order nd see. Firt of all, it's wonderfully light, but it also sturdy. It does not have that cheap feel to it 
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Refer to the following memo

Statements

Manuals

Workbooks

Reliability
Built into the Truepress Jet520 Series —  
Ecology & Economy

Roughly 25,800 page-per-hour Productivity.  
A4 Size Pages (Up to 64 Meters [210 Feet] per Minute)


